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Editor’s Desk
This Independence Day let’s not talk about Freedom ﬁghters and how they laid their lives to get us
Freedom. Yes they did cover the hardest part and we should never forget that. But for once, let's
talk about us and let’s talk about are we truly helping India to reach heights which our forefathers
envisioned?
We tend to cover our lack of enthusiasm towards our country by singing praises for people who are
gone and things that are already done and dusted. The fact is we do lack the romanticism, the
passion and the sheer love for things that an early 1900’s enslaved Indian had. But at the same time
can we blame us?
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Happy Teachers Day

If something goes wrong or an innocent life is lost, I know for sure it aﬀects us, we do hit our social
media handles and we do protest there but the very next minute we are sharing memes about the
silliest of things. Yes that’s what we do, the problem is in a world with 200+ channels and social
media handles with 100+ friends- we have learned to move-on fast.
Nationalism is not remembering our past achievements, traditions, and experiences as Mr.
Jawaharlal Nehru said in his book. Nationalism is when you try to correct the wrongs that plagues
your nation. Nationalism is making your present beautiful and future worth looking forward to. We
need to take a stand when it is needed and learn to stick to it. In all honesty, it’s been 72 years India
got its freedom, we are past Discovery of India, it’s time we discovered the Indian in us. Jai Hind.

- Rupsa Banerjee
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potlight
Amala Rai, the Head of
Performing Arts tells us
her idea of independence
and her love for theatre.

1. Since it is an Independence Day issue, let’s start with what does the idea of independence
means to you?
- Idea of Independence means to me that we should be free from our internal fears, dogmas and
negate the fear of God. One should be God loving but not God fearing person. We should be able to free
ourselves from age-old stigmas and meaningless rituals. For me the way towards freedom is to
question the prevailing norms - be it accountability, religious parity, caste-ism or social hierarchy. The
only way to get rid from the above evils is - EDUCATION.
2. With more and more spoon-fed kids, any suggestions on how to make kids more
independent?
- To make children more independent, we need to learn from nature. How nature works? It does not
spoon feed any creature. Every living and growing organism thrives for its existence. I personally adore
the MOTHER EAGLE. I have learnt a lot from her during my early motherhood days. She holds the
eaglet in her beak and starts to ﬂy as high as possible and then she drops the eaglet so that she/he
starts to open his wings to ﬂutter in order to ﬂy and survive.During this process, Mother Eagle ﬂies
besides his side and if the eagle is not able to open his wings, she picks her in her beak just before the
fall on the ground and repeats this exercise till the eaglet open his wings and start ﬂying. Can you
imagine what an exhilarating and wonderful moment it must be for the Mother Eagle. So, we as
parents and teachers need to be as brave as the Mother Eagle, only then children will try to open their
wings and one day, they will have a smooth glide up in the sky and experience the world.
3. Had you not been in the educational ﬁeld, what would you do instead?
- My passion is theatre. I know only theatre. I eat, sleep and drink theatre. This is the one and only tool
I have to change the society. My mission is to spread theatre and its beneﬁts in society. If I were not
doing this through teaching theatre, then I would have been going from door to door and teach theatre
to children of all classes and strata of society. As a teenager, I heard somebody speaking a quote of an
unknown personality: "in a society, where theatre is not done, if it is not already dead, then it is dying".
So, I do not think that I would be doing anything other than theatre and theatre education.
4. Which school sport or activity you enjoy watching?
- Football and Hockey
5. What this year’s accomplishments of yours makes you proud ?
- Our students and their parents have started approaching us to know more about choosing theatre as
a profession. It demonstrates that theatre is making its presence felt in ORCHIDS and parents are
getting comfortable with the idea and importance of theatre in one's life - something other than
Mathematics and Science.

Show your patriotic spirit with Tiranga Dhokla

Sunday Chef

This Independence Day let's celebrate with -

Tiranga Dhokla

Preparation time : 20 minutes, Serves: 4

Ingredients:

For garnishing
• 4 tbsp Grated coconut
• Freshly chopped Coriander leaves

For seasoning
• 1 tsp Mustard seeds
• in Few curry leaves broken bits
• 1 tsp Oil

• 4 cups Idli batter
• 1 cup Palak puree
• 1 tsp Ginger paste
• 2-3 green Chillies paste
• 1/2 tsp Kashmirilal Chilli Powder
• 1 small Ginger paste
• 1 small Ginger paste

Instructions
1. Add salt to the batter and pour it into 3 separate bowls.
2. For the orange batter, mix it with Kashmiri Lal Mirch powder.
3. For green batter, mix the batter with palak puree, ginger paste, green chilli paste and a pinch of salt
4. Keep the batter in the third bowl as it is.
5. Put a glass of water in a vessel and heat an already greased ﬂat steel border plate
6. Add green batter and steam it for 2 minutes.
7. Then add the white batter and steam it again.
8. Then add third orange layer and steam.
9. In 15 minutes the soft spongy dhoklas should be ready. Remove from heat and cool.
10. Cut it into square or rectangular shapes.
11. Heat oil in a pan and add the seasoning ingredients.
12. Pour the seasoning over the dhokla and garnish with grated coconut and chopped coriander.

Do It Yourself
DIY a dazzling and sparkling Tricolor mobile cover

Independence Day, is one such occasion where we ﬂaunt our Indianness and in this digital age,
what better to do that with a TRICOLOR INDIAN FLAG MOBILE COVERS.

Things you need

Better-Us�Challenge

Make “Let’s mingle” your new mantra

The current political environment and our past history has time and again proved how important
the topic of region, religion and caste is. But now its not only about acknowledging that our
country has a beautiful mixture of diﬀerent cultures and religions but moving beyond it and
embracing it with open arms.

LET’S EMBRACE DIVERSITY
This month’s challenge is to meet a person you do not know but from a diﬀerent religion or culture.

• An old cell phone case

• Try to know a little about them and their culture.

• Bottles of ﬁne glitter of colours orange, white and green

• Learn to say “I love you” in their local language.

• 1 bottle of all-in-one glue sealer and ﬁnish
• A paintbrush or foam brush
• Three mixing bowl (Make sure it’s a use and throw bowl)
• Dish soap

Challenge here will not only be fun but it will force you out of your comfort zone and will make
you interact with people from diﬀerent walks of life, thus broadening our understanding about
people and realizing how similar we are. As you do so, do not forget to click a big-wide-grin
selﬁe.
The beneﬁt of performing a challenge

How to Make a DIY Glitter Cell Phone Case
1. Clean oﬀ the old cell phone case with soap and water
to remove any existing dirt or dust.
2. Take three bowls pour a small amount of glue sealer
in all, pour the diﬀerent colour glitter into
diﬀerent bowls.
3. Make sure the mix is not too thick

4. Paint the Indian ﬂag but make sure a thin layer of glue sealer glitter mixture is painted onto the
exterior cell phone case using a paintbrush or foam brush.
5. Allow the coat of glitter to dry, and paint another coat of the glue sealer and glitter mixture.
6. Once the paint has dried, tap the phone case or lightly shake it to remove any loose glitter.

And your ready to ﬂaunt your Indian Flag with pride. Cheers.

Challenge here will not only be fun but it will force you out of your comfort zone and will make you
interact with people from diﬀerent walks of life, thus broadening your horizons. Who knows, you
might end up making a life-long friend and if not, at least you educated yourself about a new
culture.

Building Block

A loved-by-all coordinator tells us about how she feels
about Independence, books and many more.

1. Since it is an Independence Day issue, let’s start with how important do you feel independence is in
our day to day lives?
I would like to answer this question in a little diﬀerent way.
“Freedom to think, act and take decision,
This is what Independence means in precision.
Physical capacity results in strength,
Indomitable will stretches you to next extent.
Give wings to your creativity,
Leading to increased productivity.
Independence comes with responsibility,
Where you have to be best to your ability.
It doesn’t mean to do your own things,
It means to do Right things on your own....”
2. What is your ﬁrst memory from your school days?
My ﬁrst memory from my school days is venturing out in school garden to play with my classmates where I was
introduced to a Mulberry tree and I tasted mulberry fruit for the ﬁrst time in my life.
3. ORCHIDS is about to host a Children's Film Festival. Tell us about the ﬁlms you watched when you
were young?
I have a special love for animated movies since my childhood days. My list of ﬁlms which I saw when I was young
includes- The Little Mermaid, The Beauty and the Beast, Aladin, The Lion King, 101 Dalmatians, Casper and
many more. Also a special mention of my favourite Hindi movie - Mr. India. For me Anil Kapoor’s real name was
Mr. India for years.
4. If you were trapped on an island with one historical personality who would it be and if you could ask
three questions what would they be?
That would be none other than heroic warrior queen - Rani of Jhansi - Laxmibai.
Three questions that I would ask heri. What is the secret of your indomitable spirit?
ii. What is more diﬃcult- to attain or to maintain Independence?
iii. If you are born in today’s world, which profession would you choose and why?
5. What would the students be surprised to ﬁnd out about you?
The students would be surprised to know that I have more than thousand books which include the entire
collection of ‘The Secret’ , books by Robin Sharma, Amish Tripathi and Ashwin Sanghi.
Shakespeare has been my ﬁrst love. I enjoy writing rhyme poetry and philosophical articles.

Virma Jhingan

Coordinator, ORCHIDS The International School, Orlem.

Dressing the way one wants is true freedom. Freedom to choose how we want to represent
ourselves to the world. So go ahead this Independence Day be free to dress up the way you
want. Don’t let anybody not even us tell you what clothes to wear and how to celebrate this
day.
It’s okay to dress up in a saree, salwar kameez or a pair of denim, ﬂaunting the Indianness in
you. Your love for the country is not in how you dress but in your heart. Dress yourself in
saﬀron, green, white or all the three colours together or none of the three. India being the
vibrant country that it is, wear the colour that you identify your country with, be it that
unique shade of blue that adorns Indian sky or the yellows for that represents kms of land
covered in mustard ﬂowers. Just dressing up in tricolor is not necessary.
Our only request, be inventive and creative the way you chose to dress. Try to play with
clothes and make-up. Just remember, freedom of expression is one of the pillars of this
country and fashion is the purest form of self expression and to show-oﬀ your individual style
is your birthright.

Fashion
Fair
This year be truly Independent

GET MO VIE-ING
Swades

We ,

T h e

Few Interesting facts about the Legend,

P e o p l e

Independence Day, we have been celebrating since last 7 decades, taking pride in the sacriﬁces our forefathers
made to give us a free land to live in. But think again, are we truly free? Yes, we are free from British tyranny but
we are still slaves to the social evils that have
spread its roots far and wide. That’s the
reason why we believe Swades, We the
People is one ﬁlm we should watch
this independence day and get that
required push.
Swades, We the People, is a 2004 hindi
Gowarikar and is about the life of the lead
by SRK, who works at NASA visits India,
realises the lack of basic facilities like
Uttar Pradesh village named Charanpur
back to build a hydroelectric plant.

ﬁlm, directed by Ashutosh
character Mohan, played
during his visit he
electricity in a small
and he decides to stay

The movie raises questions about
casteism, brain drain, low standard of
levels,
inequality,
women
to show how it’s important for the
do something for the backward sections
country, so that India thrives in the true

various social issues, be it
education at grassroot
empowerment etc. It tries
educated and the ‘haves’ to
and the ‘have-nots’ of this
sense.

Our current situation is summed up in the
ﬂawlessly delivered by Shah Rukh Khan in the
hamara desh duniya ka sabse mahaan desh
manta hoon, ki hum mein kabliyat hai,
ko mahaan banane ki.” loosely
believe our country is the best
world, but I do believe that we
potential and the strength, to
country the best.” So let’s do
country and then sing
Achcha
hindustan
mean it too.

Teachers of the World

dialogue
which
was
ﬁlm, “Main nahi manta
hai, lekin yeh zaroor
taqat hai, apne desh
translated “I don’t
country in the
have
the
make
our
our bit for our
“Saare Jahan Se
humara” and

Anand Kumar
After the resounding success of the ﬁlm
“Super 30” there would be very few who
wouldn’t have heard about the legend Anand
Kumar, a 46 year old Indian educator and a
mathematician who is best known for his
Super 30 programme, which he started in
Patna, Bihar in 2002. He coaches 30 carefully
selected underprivileged students for IIT-JEE,
the entrance examination for the Indian
Institutes of Technology. Let us tell you some
facts about him that very few are aware of.
Anand, who lost his father very early in life,
used to sell Papads along with his mother at
night while in the mornings he would
immerse himself in studies.
Initially, Kumar started his own institute
Ramanujan School of Mathematics in 1992 for
teaching mathematics, that was 10 years
before super 30 happened.
The real story behind Super 30 he was
approached by a poor student who came
seeking coaching for IIT-JEE who was unable
to pay annual admission fee even due to
poverty.
His walk to fame started when Discovery
Channel broadcasted an hour long program
on Anand Kumar and his initiative ‘The Super
30’ and the New York Times devoted half a
page to him.

Happy
Watching!!

Scrapbook

Sneak- Peek into the life of Girija Arvind (Executive Assistant, Jalahalli)

1. Are we truly independent? Please justify your answer.
- Yes, we are independent as we are free willed and can do, get, achieve whatever we desire. We are
not bound by anyone.( The answer will be diﬀerent if we speak about our country.)
2. Films have become an integral part of our lives. Tell us about the last ﬁlm you watched and
did you like it?
- I agree. The last ﬁlm I watched was SUPER 30 and I liked it a lot.
It is an inspiring real life story directed by Vikas and starred Hrithik Roshan. Anand Kumar-the
Mathematician & Educationist from Bihar who helped hundreds of less fortunate students to crack IIT
Entrance exams.
I salute Mr.Anand Kumar for his remarkable eﬀorts towards imparting knowledge for the truly
deserved students. He is the true Hero who sees his future in bringing up his students.
3. How diﬀerent education is now compared to when we were kids?
- I personally feel during our times, actual learning for life happened. Academics was important but we
never missed out on fun and games time. We learnt from everyone. Exam was a year-end feature. But
yes, learning was important. Today education has been morphed into academic excellence alone and
scores are given utmost priority. Actual learning for life has been decimated. Life skills are also
explained and tested. Our education was better. The only positive now is technology which is
fascinating but not a guarantee for actual learning.
4. What can you cook to perfection? Are you willing to share the recipe?
- A story, actually.
But If it is a dish, any day Indian cuisine, my favorite being Gulab Jamoon.
5. How do you spend your summer breaks?
- Weekend trip, movies and reading at least 1 book. If things are ﬁne, penning a poem or two. But most
afternoons would be watching my favorite movies at home all alone. I also register myself for yoga
refresher course to rejuvenate and return back to work with a fresh mind.

Ask the Expert
Answers for Teachers’ Troubles

All Around
The World

1. Mrs K has a pretty tricky situation, like every class there are a bunch of kids who dominates
the entire conversation and while most reluctant to participate. How can she ensure
maximum participation from the students?
The most important thing to do is create a conducive environment for optimum participation. Ask
them how they have participated in previous courses and whether they could use some
assistance. Along with that, devise activities that elicit participation along with that make sure
everyone gets a chance to be heard.

Educational news
across the globe

2. Mrs W, is facing a common yet a pretty unnerving situation, two students of her class
cannot see eye to eye and often resort to physical scuﬄe. What should she do to end the
scuﬄe permanently?
I know it can be stressful playing the mediator between two warring parties. First and foremost,
Make it clear to students that aggressive behavior is unacceptable. After that information has
sunk in try to ﬁnd the reasons that pushes them to be aggressive and lastly Help them learn to
resolve conﬂicts without acting aggressively by teaching them the basics of talking things out:
staying calm; allowing each person to have his or her say without being interrupted, blamed or
put-down; and considering another's point of view.
3. Mrs. S has a dominating student in her class, she often questions, challenges and
sometimes even criticizes teachers. Though it’s often taken in the right spirit as she endorses
children to ask as many questions as they want to, but challenging teachers in the class and
openly criticizing cannot be taken lightly. What should she do to make the child understand?
The most important thing to do is to remain calm. Ignore, for a moment, any rudeness; just
respond to the student calmly, which might soften the attitude of the child. Don’t use your
position as a teacher to claim superior knowledge; prove your point and ask the child to prove
his/her point. Most importantly, Never get into a power struggle with a student it is likely to be
viewed as an abuse of power. Just maintain your cool and composure.

1. Did you hear about ‘Walking school bus’?
Group of children on the street going to school
with adult chaperones is catching everyone’s
attention these days. Adults-incharge make
sure that the kids reach school safely. Kids are
even spotted singing and playing games on
their way. This, not only help us reduce the
carbon footprints but also a healthy way of
living life.

2. A warning from Scientists, “Stop abusing
land”.
Due to continuous degrading of soils, drained
peatlands and driven wildlife has turned land
itself into a major source of carbon. The
vegetation protects our planet from overheating
as plants absorb majority of warming carbon
products like CO2. Scientists have been
continuously warning mankind to stop abusing
land to avoid catastrophic climate change..

3. Blessing or Curse?

4. Article 370

A man named Bob Petrella can remember any
day of his life vividly. The syndrome called
highly superior autobiographical memory
which is a rarest of rare case, so far only 60 such
cases have been known in the world. He
sometimes calls himself a ‘Time-machine’.

This month a historical decision was taken,
India witnessed the revocation of the very
controversial, Article 370 and 35A. This means
the government revoked the special status
which was given to Jammu and Kashmir and
took steps to change how the region will be
governed. If it's good news or bad news, only
time will tell.

Subject Tracker

Bookworm club

A fun game to play this Independence day
WHO AM I?
Memories of our heroes are fading with time. We fear that this generation might forget half of our
nationalists. In order to make our students remember and know about them we have come up with
a great game- WHO AM I? It is a fun game to play.

How To Play
• You will need to divide the class into two or more groups.
• Chose a child who will tell the teams which category the hero ﬁts into, be it a martyr, Writer,
Politician etc
• Then children from the group will ask a Yes or No question to try to learn more about the mystery
person. Answer the question with a Yes or No.
• The maximum questions a group can ask cannot exceed 20..
• Players are free to guess the mystery person at any time.
• The winner is the team that correctly guesses the mystery freedom ﬁghter.

At times, one gets a feeling that we take our
Independence for granted. We often forget how just a
few decades ago there was a generation ﬁghting and
even laid down their lives to give us freedom. Just to get
you in touch with the sheer poetic romanticism the
freedom ﬁghters felt for a notion that they had never
experienced, an idea of a free India, we present you
PATRIOTS, POETS AND PRISONERS
The book is a collection of articles and write-ups
published in a magazine during the era of freedom
struggle. Ramananda Chatterjee, visionary Bengali
thinker and reformist, in 1907 came up with The Modern
Review a platform for debates on nationalism,
patriotism, history and society. Gandhi, Subhas Chandra
Bose, Jawaharlal Nehru, Rabindranath Tagore thinkers
like Romain Rolland and J.T. Sutherland were often
featured in the magazine. It dealt with topics like
self-rule, gender justice and caste inequality. The Review
also had ﬁction, poetry and personal essays making it a
magazine with a unique blend of literature and politics.
His family has now came up this anthology which shows
the life and times during the colonial era. How the then
young minds were full of ambitions and sheer love for a
nation that was yet to exist. The best part about it is we
get to see them as humans not just as heroes, human
with vanity and ego, who did not think twice before
showing oﬀ their sarcastic side. For example, Tagore in
the article “The Nation and the Cult of the Charkha”
where he mercilessly trolls Mahatma Gandhi and his
blind followers saying “He preferred the promotion of
active minds to blind obedience.” For more such gems do
read the book.

Happy reading!

Event of the Month

ORCHIDS Children’s Film Festival
In last month’s edition we had informed our readers about the upcoming Children’s ﬁlm festival
which will be held at ORCHIDS, BTM Layout. The aim is to provide a 360° experience to our young
minds regarding ﬁlms and ﬁlmmaking.
The selectors have worked hard and collected some beautifully made ﬁlms from all around the
world like Jeruselam, Kurdistan, USA, Saudi Arab, Germany, Croatia and also from diﬀerent parts of
India. Let’s give you a sneak peek of a few ﬁlms that will be screened at the most sought-after ﬁlm
festival.

1. The Kiddush Man:
The Kiddush Man is made by Yitz Brilliant a student at Columbia
University. This short ﬁlm was awarded the National Board of Review
Award by the National Board of Review of Motion Pictures. The Kiddush
Man is a touching Coming-of-Age short ﬁlm set in Jerusalem, Israel. This
simple story focuses on the relationship between a young boy, Yoni and
Mr. Katz — an older religious man.

2. Flight Of Freedom (Udne Do):
This Hindi-English ﬁlm directed by Aarti S. Bagdi has won multiple
awards and has been nominated for Filmfare Awards, Flight of Freedom
(Udne Do) gives an empowering look at Child Sexual Abuse with a
beautiful storyline emphasising on friendship and the powers of
speaking up.

3. Muddhu Muddhagi:
This touching Kannada ﬁlm, which is directed by Sai Krishna Enreddy.
It talks about the psychological change a child undergoes due to strain
in the relationship between the parents. Muddhu Muddhagi is what this
little one sees and experiences - the love she never sees, and the strife
she has to live with.

4. A Home For Curiosities
This magical movie made by Ben Tobin from USA, is all you need to
revisit your childhood. This movie is about a young boy who discovers
a house full of forgotten imaginary friends. Along with his friend Alice,
Wallace helps bring these curiosities back to the real world to meet new
human companions.

5. My Grandpa is an Alien
This brilliant Croatian ﬁlm is made by Drazen Zarkovic and Marina
Andree Skop It is about the life of a little girl named Una which turns
upside down when her grandfather is abducted by aliens. In the
basement of her house she accidentally ﬁnds out that grandpa is
himself an alien whose ship fell on the Earth a long time ago. His pilot, a
grumpy little robot, stayed here as well. The two of them have less than
24 hours to ﬁnd grandpa and save him.
The above list is just the tip of the iceberg, there are many amazingly
made ﬁlms in store for you.Along with that, we have a massive list of
workshops taken by the masters of the trade like Acting workshop will
be taken by Television’s sweetheart, Manish Raisinghan or learn from
the man who makes sure one gets the feel of the ﬁlm, Nigam Bomzam
or the man behind the special eﬀects of ﬁlms like Jungle Book, Justice
League etc, Elayaraja or listen to production stories from Karan Johan
of Tollywood- Himanshu Dhanuka and the art of weaving a story from
internationally acclaimed writer guru Michael Burns. These are just a
few names, there are many more in store for you. So take our advice
and do not miss this extravaganza for anything in the world. Cheers.

Announcement

